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Pensions Crisis Pensions Crisis -- causescauses

��Failed to adapt to demography, health, work changesFailed to adapt to demography, health, work changes

��Pensions = Pensions = social welfaresocial welfare = state responsibility= state responsibility

��Pensions = Pensions = longlong--term savingsterm savings = private responsibility= private responsibility

��Employers did both in final salary schemesEmployers did both in final salary schemes

��Government cut state pension Government cut state pension -- relied on private pensions relied on private pensions 

�� Inadequate social welfare => mass meansInadequate social welfare => mass means--testingtesting
–– Undermines private saving Undermines private saving 

–– ScandalsScandals

–– Asymmetrical regulation discouraged saving tooAsymmetrical regulation discouraged saving too



Demographic boost over

Demographic drag coming

We are not prepared…

Birth rate falls 1970’s/80’s

Age 65+ soars from 2011
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Final chapter for final salaryFinal chapter for final salary

�� 2121stst century employers won’t do social welfare: century employers won’t do social welfare: 
risk/costrisk/cost
–– Only one of the original FTSE 350 still exists!Only one of the original FTSE 350 still exists!

�� DB pensions now company cost, not company DB pensions now company cost, not company 
benefit!benefit!

�� Risks: interest rates, inflation, duration, longevity, Risks: interest rates, inflation, duration, longevity, 
performance, asset allocation…performance, asset allocation…

�� Costs:  Investment, actuarial, regulatory change…Costs:  Investment, actuarial, regulatory change…

�� Once closed to new members, will close to allOnce closed to new members, will close to all
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How to deal with DBHow to deal with DB

�� Regulator will have to be more flexible at some Regulator will have to be more flexible at some 
pointpoint

�� BA, BT BA, BT -- PPF?PPF?
�� Employers will want to deEmployers will want to de--risk: buyrisk: buy--in? pooling? in? pooling? 
buybuy--out? out? 

�� Can risky assets deliver sufficient returns?Can risky assets deliver sufficient returns?
�� LDI LDI -- Government to issue pension gilts/annuitiesGovernment to issue pension gilts/annuities

–– MortalityMortality--longevity linkedlongevity linked
–– Long durationLong duration
–– lpi linked (0lpi linked (0--2.5%, 02.5%, 0--5%) 5%) –– not rpinot rpi
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Aim of DC PensionsAim of DC Pensions

�� To deliver minimum retirement security?To deliver minimum retirement security?

�� Or to maximise investment returns?Or to maximise investment returns?

�� Investment returns unreliable Investment returns unreliable –– cannot reliably do both cannot reliably do both 

�� A pension fund is not a pension!A pension fund is not a pension!

�� Annuities and decumulation? FlexibilityAnnuities and decumulation? Flexibility

�� Need stable social welfare base Need stable social welfare base –– State resident’s pensionState resident’s pension
–– No more meansNo more means--testing penaltiestesting penalties

�� Flexible longFlexible long--term savingsterm savings

�� Pensions alone cannot solve pensions crisis Pensions alone cannot solve pensions crisis –– bonus yearsbonus years


